
Take Creative Control works to
promote and protect the creative
contributions of every community.

SPONSORSHIP  DECK



Take Creative Control is a
community of entrepreneurs,

creatives, innovators, attorneys and
policy makers working to ensure

that all systems of intellectual
property  acknowledge, protect,

and promote the contributions of
every community.

 
Take Creative Control establishes

authentic connections with
creators and empowers them to

protect their ideas and work.
 
 Creative TAKE CONTROL



YOUR

CONNECT

This past year, our clinics brought
together over 1,000 creators of color
from across the country. Your support
will connect your brand to emerging
artists, musicians, entrepreneurs, small
business owners, and innovators.

EMPOWER

This past year, our clinics facilitated 100
one-on-one legal sessions. Your
support will demonstrate your
commitment to  economic
empowerment within communities of
color.

INNOVATE

This past year, we filed 17 successful
trademarks and registered dozens of
copyrights. Your support will associate
your brand with innovation, creative
expression and entrepreneurship.

Our TCC Clinics celebrate the creative contributions
of diverse communities, while facilitating legal and
policy discussions and conducting one-on-one legal
sessions.
 
 

SUPPORT WILL



OPTIMIZER ($20 ,000)  

Sponsor will receive access to and prominent signage within VIP
reception, logo placement on all event signage, special
recognition from the stage, opportunity to give remarks during
event, recognition and visibility in event resource materials, and
premier visibility on the event microsite.

COLLABORATOR ($10 ,000)  

Sponsor will receive invite to VIP reception, logo placement on all
event signage, special recognition from the stage, recognition
and visibility in event resource materials, and visibility on the
event microsite.

ADVOCATE ($5 ,000 OR IN-KIND DONATION)

Sponsor will receive special recognition from the stage and
visibility on the event microsite. SPONSORSHIPLEVELS



OUR SPONSORS



Take Creative Control is an
initiative of the Institute for

Intellectual Property & Social
Justice - a tax-exempt,

charitable organization. As
a 501(c)(3) organization, all

contributions, grants and
bequests are tax deductible. 

Info@TakeCreativeControl.org
www.IIPSJ.org

www.TakeCreativeControl.org


